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Abstract
Factorization machine (FM) is an effective model
for feature-based recommendation which utilizes
inner product to capture second-order feature in-
teractions. However, one of the major drawbacks
of FM is that it couldn’t capture complex high-
order interaction signals. A common solution is
to change the interaction function, such as stack-
ing deep neural networks on the top of FM. In
this work, we propose an alternative approach to
model high-order interaction signals in the embed-
ding level, namely Generalized Embedding Ma-
chine (GEM). The embedding used in GEM en-
codes not only the information from the feature it-
self but also the information from other correlated
features. Under such situation, the embedding be-
comes high-order. Then we can incorporate GEM
with FM and even its advanced variants to perform
feature interactions. More specifically, in this pa-
per we utilize graph convolution networks (GCN)
to generate high-order embeddings. We integrate
GEM with several FM-based models and conduct
extensive experiments on two real-world datasets.
The results demonstrate significant improvement of
GEM over corresponding baselines.
1 Introduction
Recommender systems has been widely deployed in practi-
cal applications to overcome the information overload issues,
such as e-commerce websites, news portals, music apps, etc.
It can benefit both users through providing the most inter-
esting items and service providers by increasing traffic and
profits [Adomavicius and Tuzhilin, 2005]. When training a
recommender from user-item interactions, despite the most
important IDs, rich side information has also become more
common [Xin et al., 2019]. The side information contains
but is not limited to user profile, item attributes, daytime of
the transactions [Adomavicius and Tuzhilin, 2008], etc. To
represent the rich side information, a common solution is to
convert them to sparse feature vectors through one/multi-hot
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encoding [He and Chua, 2017]. After that, predictive models
can be built based on the featured inputs.
To effectively learn recommenders from sparse feature vec-
tors, it’s important to model the interactions between fea-
tures [Wang et al., 2017]. Conventional methods to capture
feature interactions which are dependant on manually con-
structed cross features have been investigated a lot in both
industry and academia [Cheng et al., 2016]. However, this
kind of methods require heavy engineering efforts and do-
main knowledge, making it suffer from poor generalization
ability and scalability. Factorization machine (FM) [Rendle,
2010] is another effective solution for feature-based recom-
mendation. It first associates each feature with an embedding
representation and then automatically learns the feature in-
teractions through inner product between corresponding em-
beddings. FM learns pair-wise (second-order) feature interac-
tions in linear time complexity, achieving super success when
handling sparse and high-dimensional feature vectors.
However, one of the major drawback of FM is that it
can only model second-order feature interactions while more
complex high-order information is actually very common in
real-world use cases. For example, in movie recommenda-
tion scenario, it’s hard to learn enough knowledge from the
second-order interaction betweenweekday = Saturday and
daytime = evening. However, the high (third)-order inter-
action among weekday = Saturday, daytime = evening
and age = 8 may imply that a cartoon movie could be a
proper recommendation. Based on such observation, some
work has been proposed to capture high-order interaction sig-
nals. Existing solutions for high-order interaction modeling
are based on either shadow methods such as kernel functions
[Guo et al., 2018] and tensor decomposition [Cao et al., 2016;
Lu et al., 2017] or deep neural networks [Guo et al., 2017;
He and Chua, 2017; Xin et al., 2019]. However, all of these
methods attempt to capture high-order signals by designing
more complex interaction functions. On the other hand, the
high-order signals can also be captured if the embedding itself
is “high-order”. This motivation conforms with the nature of
cross features.
In this paper, we propose Generalized Embedding Machine
(GEM) to capture high-order interaction signals from the em-
bedding level. The embedding used in GEM encodes the in-
formation from not only the feature itself but also the other
correlated features. After that, even the simple inner prod-
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uct used in FM can also contains high-order signals because
the feature embedding itself is high-order. Moreover, GEM
can also be integrated with more advanced interaction func-
tions used in the variants of FM, such as NFM [He and Chua,
2017] and DeepFM [Guo et al., 2017]. Generally speaking,
GEM can be seen as the combination of cross features and
automatic interaction learning. To make it more specific, in
this paper we use graph convolution networks (GCN) [Kipf
and Welling, 2017] to generate embeddings1. Each feature is
represented as a graph node, and the edge can be defined ac-
cording to the transactions of feature vectors. Then GCN can
perform information propagation and the output can be seen
as high-order embeddings.
The main contributions of this work are summarized as fol-
lows:
• We propose the GEM method which attempts to capture
high-order interaction signals from the embedding level.
It can be easily integrated with FM and its advanced vari-
ants.
• We propose to use GCN to construct high-order embed-
dings for GEM. It is worth mentioning that when we use
one layer of GCN, GEM does not introduce any addi-
tional trainable parameters.
• We conduct extensive experiments on two datasets when
integrating GEM with FM and its variants. Experimental
results demonstrate the effectiveness of the GEM.
2 Preliminaries
2.1 Factorization Machines
In FM, the user-item interaction is represented by a transac-
tion of sparse categorical feature vector x ∈ Rm. It utilizes
one/multi-hot encoding to depict side information. An exam-
ple is illustrated as follows.
[0, 0, 1, ..., 0]︸ ︷︷ ︸
user ID
[0, 1, 0, ..., 0]︸ ︷︷ ︸
item ID
[0, 0, ..., 1]︸ ︷︷ ︸
country=UK
[0, 1, ..., 0]︸ ︷︷ ︸
city=London
The scoring function of FM is defined as the sum of a linear
regression part and the second-order feature interactions:
yˆFM (x) = w0 +
m∑
i=1
wixi +
m∑
i=1
m∑
j=i+1
xixj · 〈vi,vj〉, (1)
where w0 represents the global bias, wi represents the bias
for the i-th feature. The second-order interaction between
feature xi and xj is captured by the inner product of their
embeddings: 〈vi,vj〉 =
∑d
f=1 vifvjf . vi ∈ Rd can be seen
as the embedding vector for feature xi.
The time complexity of directly calculating Eq.(1) is
O(dm2), Rendle [2010] reformulated the pair-wise interac-
tion and reduced the time complexity to O(dm) through the
following tricks:
m∑
i=1
m∑
j=i+1
xixj · 〈vi,vj〉 = 1
2
d∑
f=1
(( m∑
i=1
vi,fxi
)2 − m∑
i=1
v2i,fx
2
i
)
(2)
1GCN are not the only choice. We are also interested in exploit-
ing other techniques (e.g., Transformer [Vaswani et al., 2017]).
It’s obvious that FM only models the second-order interac-
tions in a linear fashion. As discussed before, it’s insufficient
to learn complex high-order interaction signals in practical
usage.
2.2 Related Work
FM [Rendle, 2010] has achieved great success in both indus-
try and academia due to it’s effectiveness and high efficiency
when handling sparse and high-dimensional feature vectors.
Plenty of work has been done to improve FM, especially re-
garding to the modeling of high-order interactions. HOFM
[Blondel et al., 2016a,b] and SHFM [Guo et al., 2018] re-
formulate FM from the perspective of kernel function. The
k-order ANOVA kernel [Stitson et al., 1999] can be used to
capture k-order feature interactions. MVM [Cao et al., 2016]
and MFM [Lu et al., 2017] utilized the concept of multi-view
learning to capture high-order interactions through tensor de-
composition [Kolda and Bader, 2009]. However, this kind of
methods are still limited to linear functions and cannot gen-
eralize to complex non-linear signals.
Recently, research about using deep neural networks [Le-
Cun et al., 2015] to enhance FM has also attracted much at-
tention. He and Chua [2017] proposed NFM in which the
second-order interaction are represented by a pooling vector.
Then multi-layer perceptron (MLP) is stacked to extract high-
order interaction signals. DeepFM [Guo et al., 2017] borrows
the idea from Wide&Deep [Cheng et al., 2016] and ensem-
bles FM with another deep neural network. AFM [Xiao et
al., 2017] proposed to use attention mechanism to assign dif-
ferent weights for different feature interactions. INN [Hong
et al., 2019] can be regarded as an upgraded version of AFM,
which calculates two weights for both feature interactions and
field interactions. IFM [Yu et al., 2019] proposed that the fea-
ture interactions in different transactions should have differ-
ent weights and then utilized a memory network [Weston et
al., 2015] to learn the weights. Xin et al. [2019] proposed to
use outer-product and convolution neural networks [Ji et al.,
2013] to model high-order interactions more explicitly.
We can see that all of these methods are actually working
on designing more complex interaction functions to model
high-order signals. However, another perspective is to cap-
ture the signal from the embedding level. Actually these two
kinds of solutions can work together for better prediction,
which is the proposition of this work.
3 Methodology
In this section, we first introduce the proposed GEM method
when being integrated with FM. Then we illustrate a specific
design of using GCN to generate high-order embeddings. We
also provide a discussion to analysis the properties of GEM.
3.1 Generalized Embedding Machines
We can see from Eq.(1) that FM models second-order interac-
tions through the inner product between feature embeddings
(i.e., 〈vi,vj〉). Here, the embedding vi is generated through
a simple embedding lookup operation. Its semantic meaning
is just the representation of feature xi. In the proposed GEM
method, we expect this embedding to be “high-order”, which
user
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Figure 1: Graph construction example on Frappe dataset
means that it can reflect the information from not only the
feature xi but also other correlated features. To achieve this,
we can replace vi with a more general and complex embed-
ding function g(xi) ∈ Rd. From this perspective, the scoring
function of GEM when being integrated with FM can be for-
mulated as follows:
yˆGEM (x) = w0+
m∑
i=1
wixi+
m∑
i=1
m∑
j=i+1
xixj ·〈g(xi),g(xj)〉,
(3)
If the introduced g(xi) is capable of encoding high-order in-
formation, we can believe that even if we use simple inner
product as the interaction function, the prediction of GEM
(i.e., yˆGEM ) still captures high-order information.
Similar to Eq.(2), we can also reformulate the interaction
term as:
1
2
d∑
f=1
((
m∑
i=1
g(xi)fxi)
2 −
m∑
i=1
g(xi)
2
fx
2
i ), (4)
where g(xi)f denotes the f -th element of g(xi). It means
that the proposed GEM would not change the original time
complexity of the base model.
3.2 GCN as the Embedding Function
The motivation of GEM is the introduced g(xi) can encode
high-order information. GCN is an effective representation
learning approach based on graph data. It performs informa-
tion propagation on the graph and the output embedding for a
node is the aggregation of its neighbours. As a result, it pro-
vide a natural solution to generate high-order embeddings.
From this perspective, we need to construct a graph based
on the input feature vectors. Generally speaking, we can rep-
resent each feature as a node in the graph. Then we can add an
edge between two feature nodes if they occur in one feature
vector. Figure 1 demonstrates two examples when construct-
ing the sub-graph for the illustrated feature vector in section
2.1. In Figure 1(a), the edge is defined among user-item, user-
context (i.e., city and country) and item-context, while in Fig-
ure 1(b), the edge is only defined among user-item.
Given the constructed graph, let A denote the adjacent ma-
trix of the graph, the whole embedding matrix G1 after one
layer of graph convolution can be formulated as:
G1 = σ(D˜
− 12 A˜D˜−
1
2 W1H0), (5)
where A˜ = A+ I, D˜ is the corresponding diagonal degree
matrix of A˜ and σ is the activation function. W1 is the train-
able parameter of the first graph convolution layer. H0 is the
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Figure 2: Using GCN to generate high-order embeddings.
initial input which represents the properties contained in the
node. The information propagation can be repeated multi-
times by replacing H0 with the output of the last convolution
layer. We use GL to denote the final output after L layer of
graph convolution. After that, the embedding of feature xi is
the i-th row of GL as g(xi) = GL(i, ·). Figure 2 illustrates
the procedure when using GCN to generate high-order em-
bedding. We can see that if we use only one layer of GCN,
the trainable parameters will be equals to W1, which has the
same size with the embeddding table used in FM. In other
words, we don’t introduce additional parameters under such
situation. Note that we can also try different variants of GCN,
such as as GraphSAGE [Hamilton et al., 2017] and graph at-
tention network [Velickovic et al., 2018].
3.3 Training Detail
GEM can be used for regression, classification and ranking
prediction tasks, just the corresponding optimization func-
tion. In this paper, the main focus is on the regression task.
L =
∑
x∈S
(yˆGEM(x)− y(x))2 + λ||Θ||2. (6)
We add L2 regularization to avoid overfitting. λ controls
the regularization strength and Θ denotes the parameters that
need to be trained. We can use gradient descent to solve such
optimization problems.
3.4 Discussion
Here we provide a brief discussion regarding the properties
of GEM. Firstly, GEM can be easily downgraded to FM by
setting g(xi) = vi. In that case, the embeddings contain
no high-order information. Secondly, although we describe
GEM by using FM as the base model, GEM can be also inte-
grated with other advanced variants of FM by using g(xi) as
the input embedding. Finally, in this paper we use GCN as the
embedding function. However, we can also use other tech-
niques to generate high-order embeddings. For example, we
can treat each feature as a word and the input feature vector
as a sentence. Then we can utilize the Transformer encoder
[Vaswani et al., 2017] as the embedding function. The hidden
output of the encoder can be seen as the generated high-order
embeddings.
4 Experiments
In this section, we conduct experiments on two real-world
datasets to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed GEM
method. We intend to answer the following research ques-
tions:
• RQ1 Does GEM help to improve the performance when
integrated with different base models?
• RQ2 How does the design of GCN affect the perfor-
mance when we use it as the embedding function?
• RQ3 How do the key hyperparameter (the dropout ratio)
of GEM impact its performance?
4.1 Experimental Settings
Data Description
We evaluate our models on two publicly datasets: Frappe2
and MovieLens3.
Frappe. The Frappe dataset is a context-aware app recom-
mendation dataset conducted by Baltrunas et al. [2015]. The
original Frappe contains 96,203 records of 957 user’s clicks
on 96203 apps. Each transaction contains user ID, app ID,
and eight context features. We noticed that some features
have very few nodes in the graph. For example, the feature
isweekend only has two nodes. This results into a situation
that the nodes of these features are actually connected to al-
most all the other nodes in the graph and thus introduce noise
into the learning of GCN. So we only take the features de-
scribing countries and cities as the nodes in the graph. We
follow the pre-processing method of He and Chua [2017],
and take two apps that have not been clicked under the same
context as negative samples, resulting into a dataset contains
288,609 instances.
MovieLens. The MovieLens dataset is published by Grou-
pLens [Harper and Konstan, 2016]. We follow the same pro-
cedure of [He and Chua, 2017; Yu et al., 2019] to process the
dataset as personalized tag recommendation. The data ob-
tained included 668,953 records of 17,045 users on 23,743
items of 49,657 tags. The total 2,066,859 instances of data
can be obtained by using the same negative sampling tech-
nique with Frappe.
Evaluation Protocols
We use the same data split with [Yu et al., 2019] in which
the ratio of training, validation and test set as 8: 1: 1. In
this paper, our task is rating prediction so we chose two most
used indicators in regression tasks as the evaluation metrics:
Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Root Mean Squard Error
(RMSE). Lower MAE and RMSE values indicate better pre-
diction accuracy.
Baselines
All models are implemented by TensorFlow. We use the au-
thor’s official implementation if it is public accessible. We
integrate GEM with the following baseline:
2http://baltrunas.info/research-menu/frappe
3https://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/latest/
• FM [Rendle, 2010]: This is the original FM. We rewrote
the official implementation4 [Rendle, 2012] using Ten-
sorFlow and introduced dropout after feature interac-
tions to improve the performance.
• AFM [Xiao et al., 2017]: It uses the attention network
to learn the weight of feature interaction. We refer to the
original paper and use one layer of attention network.
The hidden size of the attention network is tuned be-
tween {16, 32, 64, 128, 256}.
• Wide&Deep [Cheng et al., 2016]: This is composed of
two parts: linear regression as wide part and MLP as
deep part. For the deep part, we use three layer MLP,
and the number of neurons corresponding to each layer
is set as 1024, 512 and 256, respectively.
• DeepFM [Guo et al., 2017]: It is similar to Wide&Deep.
The wide part is replaced by FM. For the deep part, we
refer to the original paper and utilize three-layer MLP
with 200 neurons in each layer.
• NFM [He and Chua, 2017]: It models high-order inter-
action signals by stacking MLP upon the pooling inter-
action vectors. We refer to the original paper and use
one layer of MLP. The number of neurons is searched in
{64, 128, 256}.
• INN [Hong et al., 2019]: In addition to considering
the importance of feature interactions, it also learns the
importance of field interactions. Similar to AFM, the
size of the attention network for feature interaction is
searched from {16, 32, 64, 128, 256}. For the field inter-
action, the hidden size is tuned between {8, 16, 24, 32}.
• IFM [Yu et al., 2019]: It uses a memory network to learn
the weight of the feature in each transaction. We set the
number of neurons in the memory network according to
the original paper.
Other Parameter Settings
For the sake of fair comparison, all models are run in the
same environment. The embedding size is set as 256 for all
models on both datasets. We train all models using square
loss. The batch size is set to 4096. We noticed that mod-
els achieve different results when using different optimizers
and we selected the best results between Adagrad [Duchi
et al., 2011] and Adam [Kingma and Ba, 2015; Zou et al.,
2019] respectively. According to our experiment, AFM, IFM,
INN works better when using Adagrad, while other mod-
els performs better when using Adam. Learning rate was
searched between {0.001, 0.002, 0.005, 0.01}. L2 regular-
ization coefficient was tuned from {1e− 3, 1e− 4, 1e− 5}
and the dropout [Srivastava et al., 2014] ratio was searched in
{0.0, 0.1, . . . , 0.9}. For GEM, we use the method illustrated
in Figure 1(a) to construct the graph without special mention.
For AFM, Wide&Deep, DeepFM, NFM, IFM and INN,
since the performance after pre-training is better, we use the
embeddings of FM as pre-trained parameters. The original
FM and all our GEM methods don’t use pre-training. In all
models, we use the early-stop strategy [Zhang et al., 2005]
4http://www.libfm.org/
and end the training when the result doesn’t improve on the
validation set for 5 consecutive times.
4.2 Performance Comparison RQ1)
In this section, we compare the performance of GEM when
integrated with different base models. We also investigate the
convergence of the GEM when using FM as the base model.
Performance Analysis
The performance of all models on Frappe dataset and Movie-
Lens dataset is shown in Table 1. For the proposed GEM,
we use one layer of GCN and the hidden size is also set as
256, which means GEM doesn’t introduce any extra trainable
parameters.
• Compared with FM: We observed that GEM consis-
tently outperformed the original FM in both evaluation
metrics on the two datasets, indicating that capturing
higher-order signals at the embedding level is effective
to improve the model performance. The relative im-
provement of the two evaluation metrics can be calcu-
lated as follows: On Frappe dataset, MAE and RMSE
are improved by 17.78% and 3.69%, respectively. On
MovieLens dataset, MAE and RMSE are improved by
7.50% and 2.79%, respectively. Besides, we can also
find that simple incorporating GEM into FM can even
help FM to beat some advanced baselines. For exam-
ple, the RMSE of GEM+FM is 0.3027 which is smaller
than the result of AFM (i.e., 0.3131). It further confirms
the effectiveness of our methods because we get better
results with same or even smaller number of parameters.
• Compared with the variants of FM: For AFM, IFM and
INN, the three models are not designed for modeling
high-order interaction signals. When we use our GEM
to introduce high-order information from the embedding
level, most of the models are improved. It indicates that
it is feasible to combine the proposed GEM with the ad-
vantages of other models, and almost all of them could
further benefit from GEM. Wide&Deep, DeepFM and
NFM are proposed to capture high-order interaction sig-
nals by designing more complex interaction functions
(i.e., staking deep neural networks). However, the per-
formance still get improved when integrated with our
GEM method. It demonstrate that considering high-
order information from embedding level can work col-
laboratively with complex interaction functions.
Convergence Behaviors Analysis
Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the convergence of FM and GEM
in terms of RMSE and MAE, respectively. We can see that the
final performance of GEM is better than FM on both datasets.
Besides, we can also see that GEM achieves faster and more
stable convergence in the MovieLens dataset. On the Frappe
dataset, GEM fluctuates more than FM during the training
process but the final performance is better. The reason of fluc-
tuation may be that the Frappe dataset is relatively smaller.
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Figure 3: The convergence behaviors of FM and GEM on RMSE
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Figure 4: The convergence behaviors of FM and GEM on MAE
4.3 (RQ2) Graph Constructing and Neighbor
Sampling Ratio
The Impact of Graph Constructing
The way to construct graphs based on the feature vector plays
an important role on GEM because it affects the information
propagation and the learning of high-order embeddings. We
propose two kinds of method to construct graphs in section
3.2 (see Figure 1 for details). Here we conduct experiments
to see the performance of the two methods. The results in
terms of RMSE are described in Figure 5. First, by compar-
ing FM (the black line) and GEM(type:b) (the blue line), we
can see that building higher-order embedding just from user-
item edges can even improve the model performance. Based
on such observation, we add some features to the graph. More
precisely, on Frappe dataset we add the features of cities and
countries. On Movielens dataset we add the features of tags.
Then we can get GEM(type:a) (the red line). It’s obvious that
GEM(type:a) achieves more stable convergence and or better
final performance. We can assume that the proposed GEM
could do better when we add more suitable features into the
graph. However, if we add bad features (isweekend in this
example) to the graph, the performance would downgrade a
lot as shown in the green line on the Frappe dataset. The rea-
son is that the feature isweekend only has two nodes so the
node of this feature actually connects with almost half of the
other nodes. It would reduce the discrimination of features
embeddings after graph convolution.
The Impact of Neighbor Sampling Ratio
In Figure 6, we show the result of sampling different propor-
tions of the neighbors on the graph. In other words, the high-
Method Frappe Movielens#Param MAE RMSE #Param MAE RMSE
FM 1.383M 0.1445 0.3143 23.24M 0.2425 0.4431
GEM+FM 1.383M 0.1188 0.3027 23.24M 0.2243 0.4307
AFM 1.449M 0.1459 0.3131 23.26M 0.2656 0.4506
GEM+AFM 1.449M 0.1179 0.3017 23.26M 0.2350 0.4345
Wide&Deep 4.662M 0.0678 0.2981 24.69M 0.1297 0.4212
GEM+Wide&Deep 4.662M 0.0611 0.3079 24.69M 0.1108 0.4260
DeepFM 1.975M 0.0626 0.2969 23.47M 0.1296 0.4328
GEM+DeepFM 1.975M 0.0602 0.2951 23.47M 0.1106 0.4231
NFM 1.399M 0.0733 0.2921 23.31M 0.1511 0.4285
GEM+NFM 1.399M 0.0710 0.2918 23.31M 0.1680 0.4200
INN 1.457M 0.0701 0.2971 23.25M 0.1745 0.4096
GEM+INN 1.457M 0.0609 0.2976 23.25M 0.1397 0.4015
IFM 2.109M 0.0565 0.2905 23.80M 0.1561 0.4252
GEM+IFM 2.109M 0.0557 0.2890 23.80M 0.1411 0.4156
Table 1: Performance comparison on Frappe and Movielens (embedding size: 256). Boldface denotes better results.
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Figure 6: Impact of neighbor sampling ratio
order embedding of feature is influenced by how many related
features. On the two evaluation metrics and both datasets, we
can reach the same conclusion that with the increase of sam-
pling ratio, the model performance keeps improving. We can
have a straightforward explanation that when the sampling
ratio is 0, we actually don’t encode any high-order informa-
tion into the embedding and our model downgrade to the base
model. With the increase of sampling ratio, the embedding
starts to encode more and more diverse high-order signals and
thus improves the model performance.
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Figure 7: Impact of dropout ratio
4.4 (RQ3) Hyper-parameter Study
We use dropout in the GCN layer to prevent over-fitting of the
model. In Figure 7, we plot the performance change regard-
ing to different dropout ratios. It can be seen that the model
performance improves significantly when dropout was ad-
justed to a suitable value. Specifically, on the Frappe dataset,
the best performance of RMSE and MAE is achieved when
the dropout ratio is set as 0.2 and 0.6, respectively. On the
Movielens dataset, the best performance of RMSE and MAE
is achieved when the dropout ratio is set as 0.2 and 0.4.
5 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, different from conventional FM-based meth-
ods which attempt to capture high-order interaction signals
by designing more complex interaction functions, we propose
to encode high-order information from the embedding level.
Based on such motivation, we propose the GEM approach
which can be integrated with plenty of FM-based methods. It
can be seen as the combination of cross features and the auto-
matic interaction learning of FM-based methods. To make it
more specific, in this paper we propose to utilize GCN to gen-
erate high-order embeddings. To verify the effectiveness of
our approach, we integrated GEM with several state-of-the-
art base models and conduct extensive experiments on two
public accessible datasets. Experimental results demonstrate
that incorporating GEM essentially improves the model per-
formance. It also confirms our proposition that considering
high-order information in the embedding level is necessary
for better prediction.
Future work includes exploiting other techniques such as
Transformer as the embedding function and more experi-
ments about ranking-based tasks. Besides, we are also in-
terested in designing adaptive negative samplers fro recom-
mendation from the graph perspective.
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